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Laguna middle school dress code

See All Announcements Please sms this number if you wish to provide an anonymous report of bullying or concern for student safety work permits The number is 1-800-783-0607 and the www.t-mha.org Clothing Standards and Personal Settings Philosophy website of the Board Dress Code believes that appropriate clothing and care contribute to a
productive learning environment. The bureau expects students to pay attention to personal hygiene and wear appropriate clothing for the school activities in which they participate. Students' dress choices should respect the District's intention to maintain a community that belongs to a variety of identities. The primary responsibility for a student's clothing lies
with the student and his or her parent or guardian. The school district is responsible for ensuring that student clothing does not interfere with the health or safety of any student, that student clothing does not contribute to a hostile or intimidating atmosphere for any student, and compliance with the dress code does not strengthen or increase the
marginalization, humiliation or oppression of any group based on race, gender, gender identity, gender expression, sexual orientation, ethnicity, or religion. 1. Basic Principles: Certain body parts must be borne by all students at all times. Clothes should be used in such a way that the genitals, buttocks, breasts and abdomen are completely covered with an
opaque cloth. All items mentioned below, under the category must be used and usable must adhere to these basic principles. 2. Students should use* the following basic principles mentioned above in the first section. Shirts (with straps at least 1 inch wide and fabric on the front, back and sides immediately under the armpits), and equivalent trousers/jeans
(e.g. sports pants, opaque tights or shorts), or dresses or skirts, and shoes (suitable for activities). *Courses that include clothing as part of the curriculum (e.g. professionalism, public speaking, and work preparation) may include task-specific clothing, but should not focus on covering the body in a particular way or promoting culturally specific clothing. Dress
requirements for certain activities are permitted for extracurricular activities and physical education. 3. Students may wear these items as long as they do not violate the first part mentioned above: Sun protection clothing, such as hats and sweater hats, or protection for the body or as needed is allowed outdoors during the school day, as long as the face is
not hampered. The student's face should be visible to the staff, and the cap should not interfere with the line of sight of any student or staff. Sportswear, as needed for athletic activities. 4. Students may not wear: Clothing or accessories that show language, pornography, and language or indecent images. Clothing or accessories that are considered unsafe,
harmful or harmful to health. Images or language indicating drugs or alcohol (or any illegal goods or activities). Hate speech, images, or language that creates a hostile or intimidating environment based on a protected class or group that is consistently marginalized.  Any clothing that significantly and intentionally reveals and makes underwear visible.
 Swimwear (unless required in class or athletic exercise).  Any article that hides the face (except as religious observance).  Strapless blouse or halter-style blouse (tied around the neck). The California Legislature has determined that gang clothing is harmful to the health and safety of school environments and, therefore, the wearing of such clothing may be
restricted. 5. The application of la Mesa dress code wants to provide an orderly and compassionate learning environment in which students work diligently in their studies, share responsibility for maintaining a positive school climate, and be proud of the school and their achievements. District staff, in accordance with Positive School Climate Policy 5140,
should encourage positive student behavior. Staff and students should encourage attitudes and behaviors that promote respectful and harmonious relationships. To ensure effective and equitable compliance with this dress code, school staff must be properly trained to enforce the dress code consistently using the requirements listed below. School
administration and staff will have no discretion to vary requirements in a way that leads to discriminatory applications. The site will follow progressive discipline as described in the discipline manual. The application of the student dress code should not result in unnecessary barriers to school attendance. Inconsistent and/or unrequited discipline should be
minimized where possible. Students will be removed from classrooms, corridors or classrooms as a result of dress code violations as described in Sections 1 and 4 above. Student who raped Sections 1 and/or 4 will be given three options for dressing more appropriately during the school day: Students will be required to wear their clothes upside down (if
possible) or wear their own alternative clothing, if it is already available at school, so that they dress more according to the code for the rest of the day. Students will be given temporary school clothes so they dress more according to the code for the rest of the day. If necessary, parents will be called during the school day to bring alternative clothes for
students to wear for the rest of the day. No student will be designated for the application of the dress code due to racial identity, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, ethnicity, size/body type, cultural or religious identity. Students should not be required to show their bodies in front of others (students, parents, or staff) at school, including but not
only: Kneeling or bending down to check suitability of clothing; Measurement of shoulder straps or skirt length; Ask students to explain their clothes in class or in hallways in front of others; Direct students in a classroom, hallway, or classroom about perceived violations of the dress code in front of others or accuse students of distracting other students from
their clothes. This dress code guide will apply to regular school days and summer school days, as well as sporting events, presentations and graduation ceremonies.  Students who feel they have been subject to a discriminatory application of the dress code should contact the site's administrator. 11. August 2016 um 05:00 AvMS Dress Code Questions
There are two major changes for our students that come from the base, make sure you read the entire standard of dress and care with your child in your planner that you receive during registration or on our website. Tops, dresses, or T-dresses: tank tops, spaghetti straps, tubes, racer backs, or strapless tops are not allowed. o All tops worn to school must
have arms that extend past the shoulders (cap sleeves). o Tank tops and spaghetti straps can be layered OVER the top with arms. Flip-flops can be worn to school ONLY NOT during PE. Students can bring shoes to store in their PE lockers. Shorts and skirts should extend to or past the fingertips. Actueller Beitrag der SeiteReposting of avms power outage
updates #2 Dear Falcon Families, Thank you very much for your patience today during the power outage and our initial release process. I know picking up each student one by one takes time, but it's important to hold each student accountable. Our and students do an amazing job of following the procedure and working through whatever problems arise.
Whenever we have to do an initial release, which requires identification checks for any parent or legal guardian, it takes time. As always, we will reflect on our experience today and ask staff to be better prepared for potential disruption on the school day. We are grateful for the timely response from our Maintenance and Operations department, transportation
department, Food service (they can provide meals to students for rest and lunch) and other district support. Our Department of Maintenance and Operations has identified this issue and has our powers back up and running. S had a great three day weekend! Sincerely, info Principal SteinertReposting sent today @ 10:39 am from AVMS update #1: Good
Morning, Power outage at AVMS. Everyone is safe and we will keep students out of class in the fresh air at this time. For students at home, you may not be able to enter the classroom until this is resolved. We will provide you with further updates when we get more information. Ryan Burris to Cyndie SteinertNOMINATING Committee: AVMS PTSA
POSITION FOR BOARD NEXT YEAR – Stay involved next year! Our Nominations Committee is busy filling boards and seat positions so throw your hat into the ring now! The position of our Board and Chairs is not time consuming, but it is very interesting and rewarding. Please email us at avmsptsa@gmail.com and we will send you a link on Monday,
January 18th. The 18th.
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